RULES OF THE GAME

Lesson Goal:
Earn a comprehension score of 80% or higher.

Level Goal:
Achieve as many Combos as necessary to unlock the next level of increasingly
complex content. The number of Combos a student must earn for each level is based
on InSight assessment results and ongoing performance in SeeReader. Students must
earn up to ten Combos per level.

Actions to Achieve Goals:
Combo:

A student earns a Combo by earning 80% or higher comprehension on
two consecutive SeeReader text selections. Each text selection has 10
comprehension questions, and each correctly answered question earns
10 points.

ReRead:

If a student is not certain of the correct answer to a comprehension
question, he or she may opt to use a ReRead. The ReRead allows the
student to have another look at the portion of the text that includes
information to help answer the question. ReReads are available
to students once they have completed the Start Up process in
SeeReader. A student has the option to use up to two ReReads per
text selection. Note that ReReads are available when appropriate for
specific question types.

Partial Credit: If a student answers a question incorrectly, he or she can earn partial
credit by answering the question correctly on the second attempt. If
the student chooses the correct answer on the second attempt, he or
she will earn 4 points.
Power:

When a student completes three SeeReader lessons in a row with
comprehension scores of 80% or higher, the student earns a Power.
A student can use a Power to increase comprehension score for one
selection by 10 points. For example, if a student scores 70% on a
SeeReader lesson, he or she can apply a Power, which will increase
the comprehension score by 10 points, changing the 70% to a score
of 80%. Students can apply one Power at a time. In other words, a
student cannot raise a score of 60% to 80% by applying two Powers at
once.
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